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We examine the form of the cosmological constant in the loop expansion of broken maxi-
mally supersymmetric supergravity theories, and after embedding, within superstring and
M-theory. Supersymmetry breaking at the TeV scale generates values of the cosmological
constant that are in agreement with current astrophysical data. The form of perturbative
quantum eects in the loop expansion is consistent with this parameter regime.
1 Introduction
Data from type I redshifted supernova indicate a small but non-vanishing value of the
cosmological constant [1, 2, 3]. The cosmic microwave background and its anisotropy
support this experimental evidence.1 A non-vanishing value of c is a theoretical challenge
to reconcile with supergravity and superstring (M-) theory, and in this letter we examine
this problem in the context of maximal supersymmetry, both spontaneously broken [4, 5]
and generally broken.
The cosmological constant in maximally supersymmetric gravity theories has been
examined in detail up to one loop [5, 6]. Spontaneously broken supergravity theories are
parameterized by four real numbers, characterizing the mass spectrum [7]; we also consider
more general compactications, as this susy breaking does not contain eight independent
scales in four-dimensions in association with the number of supercharges. The former
example contains several mass relations such that the graded trace up to cubic order of






(−)F m3i = 0 , (1.1)
all of which below the supersymmetry breaking scale, must be equal to zero. There is a
fourth relation [6] beyond that in [5],
∑
(−)F m4i = 0 . (1.2)
















(−)F m4j ln m2j . (1.3)
A further relation of the mass spectrum sets this also to zero. This work will derive similar
results on the ultraviolet nature of the cosmological constant with very mild analyticity
requirements imposed on the functional form of the cosmological constant in the loop
expansion. Furthermore, the series will be given and the rst order correction to the
cosmological constant is shown to agree remarkably well with astrophysical data.
Maximal supergravity theories [8, 9, 10] possess thirty-two conserved components or
eight Weyl supercharges in four dimensions. The cosmological constant induced after
breaking supersymmetry is generically large in gravitational theories, and of the order 4
with  the Wilsonian ultra-violet cuto.2 However, if we demand that the leading order
1These data are subject to error bars, and we fit to the quoted value, even though the cosmological
constant is arguably consistent with zero experimentally.
2A review of the cosmological constant in gravitational theories may be found in [11]
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term in the coupling expansion of the constant vanishes upon restoration of any amount
of the supersymmetry and that there are no inverse powers of the susy breaking scale in












in which j denes the scale of non-conservation of the independent supercharges. This
combination of couplings corresponds to a two-loop expression in the broken supergravity.
The cancellations of the 4 and 4/m2pl terms are associated with approximate supersym-
metry restoration at high-energies together with the extraction of eight powers of loop
momentum in the tensor integrations of the N = 8 theory. The particle masses are
taken to be fractions of the supersymmetry breaking scale, mj = αj and the scales as
j = βj. The two distinct energy scales are associated with : 1) the supersymmetry
breaking scales j, 2) the gravitational coupling constant which is taken to be the Planck
mass.
In the spontaneously broken example, the particle masses are not included in (1.4),
and it represents the cosmological constant in the ultra-violet regime. If only four scales
are independent then we can obtain the form in (1.3).
The term in (1.4) vanishes upon restoration of any of the conserved supercharges.
The numerical value, modulo a suppressed coecient of order unity, agrees very well with
the experimental value of the cosmological constant when the supersymmetry breaking is
at the TeV scale,
8
m4pl
 2 10−10erg/cm3 , (1.5)
with  = 103 GeV (and mpl = 10
18 GeV). Doubling the scale  produces a 28 factor
in the constant, and for this reason the quantum corrections, analyzed in this work, to
(1.5) are not very sensitive to the supersymmetry breaking scale. The naive leading order





are suggested by a power count at one-loop; however, both explicit computations at the
one-loop order show that they are absent. Their coecients from the masses are equal
to zero in the spontaneously broken N = 8 theory after a mass relation to one-loop that
enforces
∑
j(−)F m4j ln m2j = 0.
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We consider next the series expansion of the cosmological constant in the N = 8
theory with multiple supersymmetry breaking scales j; we do not give the explicit mech-
anism. The eective action we consider is obtained by integrating modes up to the highest
energy scale 1 < 2 . . . < 8, with no particular range of the j (such as holding all
j  8). Then the physics of the theory is governed by j together with the ultra-violet
Wilsonian cuto , together with the masses mj of the particles and the gravitational
coupling constant mpl. Scaling the particle masses with the supersymmetry breaking
scales j, the functional form of the cosmological constant must be,
V (j , mpl) =
1
m4pl
~V (j , mpl, αj) + α(αj, βj)
4 , (1.7)
with the gravitational coupling constant given by the Planck mass. We analyze the
form according to the two sectors (and further below): 1) loop diagrams containing a
propagating gravitational mode with coupling m−2pl and 2) loop diagrams containing only
the matter degrees of freedom. The former generate ~V in (1.7) and the latter the coecient
α. Up to the Lth-loop order we take a mass relation to cancel α(αj, βj), similar to the
one in (1.3). This mass relation is the only condition we impose on the expansion, and
we assume that a solution exists for real mass parameters.
We do not include inverse powers of the susy breaking scale that occurs in the ex-
pansions of diagrams containing massive particles for simplicity; their inclusion at inter-
mediate stages in the analysis does not change the results. The primitive divergences of
multi-loop diagrams are polynomials in , modied by logarithms, and upon taking the
particle masses to be proportional to  there are no dimensionless expansion parameters;
the ratios i/j are unity upon taking the scales to be the same and do not produce an















This is the form in which supersymmetry breaking is parameterized by eight independent
scales. Within the spontaneously broken example, incorporating a particle mass M into




















+ . . . + β0
3M
m4pl










+ . . . (log modications)] + . . . , (1.9)
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and is weakly sensitive when the mass of the particle is near the supersymmetry breaking
scale. Inserting the masses with the supersymmetry breaking scale, mj = αj, recaptures
the form in (1.8), the form of which is robust when including the particle masses and the
logarithms. The incorporation of the particle masses at two or higher loops never produces
a term of the form (1.3) because dimensionful coupling mpl occurs in the expansion.
Next we comment on the loop expansion and the tower of terms in (1.8) for the
gravitational sector followed by the matter sector. The iteration of a L-loop contribution
to L+1-loops follows by inserting an additional propagator and two graviton three-point
vertices, or by higher-point vertices. The gravitational vertices are found by expanding






g R, and we do not list the diagrammatic rules
here. The insertion of two three-point vertices introduces four-derivatives into the loop
integration (the graviton n-point vertices contain two derivatives), two propagators, and






A11;22L−1 (l, l + p) 
V111;1γ11(l, l + p)V222;2γ22(−l,−l − p)1γ1;2γ2(l + p)11;22(l) . (1.10)







A;L (l,−l);(l) . (1.11)
The integral in (1.10) generates 4−4+4 = 4 additional occurences of the ultra-violet
cuto. The two graviton three-point vertices come with 1/m4pl as the gravitional coupling
constant is in terms of the Planck mass. Thus the relative weight between L-loops and
L + 1 loops diers by a factor of 4/m4pl. The power series in (1.8) reflects the loop
expansion in this manner. Higher point vertices do not change the form in (1.8), but
rather mix dierent loop orders in the coecients cn, as may be deduced by similar
counting. For example, the four-point vertex iteration in (1.11) gives the power count
2+4−2, with two powers of  from the derivatives from the vertex, four from the loop
integration, and minus two from the propagator. Higher-point vertices and other particle
modes do not change the analysis.
The pure matter sector, which does not contain occurences of the gravitational cou-
pling, may be similarly analyzed and we consider iterating an L-loop scalar eld theory
graph in λ1()
ijkφiφjφk + λ2()
ijklφiφjφkφl theory. Gluing two cubic vertices and three
propagators iterates a L-loop graph to L+1 loops, but does not raise the degree of prim-
itive divergence. The logarithmic factors increase by one unit, however, in the primitive
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L mi + . . . + m
2
i 
2 + . . . + 4 + . . .) , (1.12)
and subleading powers in the cuto. The indices on the masses represent arbitrary com-
binations (the 4 and 2 terms cancel according to the supersymmetry at high energy
or explicitly in the maximally broken case). The four-point vertices in the scalar eld
theory give the same result, as well as the inclusion of the remaining matter residing in
the renormalizable sector of the theory. An iteration to higher loop order which contains
a gravitational mode contains two couplings and a factor m−4pl ; these terms are classied
in (1.9) and are explicitly suppressed by an acceptable power of the Planck mass. The
functions (1.12) are in principle computable up to L loop orders with the diagrammatic
rules, and summing all of the contributions generates the second term in (1.7). We en-
force one perturbative relation on the masses in the low-energy theory that enforces the
cancelation.
The expansion parameter in the quantum series is /mpl and is a small dimensionless
number, 10−15. The series in (1.8) makes sense as an expansion in loops or coupling for
this reason, and the leading value in (1.5) appears stable under quantum corrections.
For comparison we discuss the form of the cosmological constant in general non-
supersymmetric examples (for example, breaking N = 1 supersymmetry). The loop
























together with the dependence on the masses of the light particles in the low-energy theory.
These two additional terms break the correspondence with experimental values of the
cosmological constant, but may be renormalized within its eective theory.
The loop expansion of the spontaneously broken N = 8 supergravity or IIB super-
string theory naturally produces values of the cosmological constant, and a loop expan-
sion, that is in agreement with current astrophysical data. This analysis carries through
in more general supersymmetry breaking mechanisms and we examine two mechanisms:
1) susy breaking scales are all independent, in which case (1.8) holds by imposing analytic
requirements, and 2) spontaneous susy breaking in which a single mass relation is required
to have (1.8). In the former approach no tuning is required. In both examples, the non-
vanishing cosmological constant arises from the gravitational sector, that is, graphs that
contain at least one gravitional coupling.
M-theory has N = 1, d = 11 supergravity as its low-energy limit, which describes
M-theory graviton scattering to high orders in the derivative expansion, and contains
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N = 8 supergravity upon toroidal compactication or dimensional reduction. The mirac-
ulous symmetries of the maximally supersymmetric theory are responsible for the leading
order cancellations of terms that typically spoil cosmological predictions of supergravity
theories. Furthermore, the quantum corrections do not alter the semi-classical prediction.
The N = 8 maximally supersymmetric theory, and the IIB superstring (M-) theory
that contains it as its massless sector, has two properties that have been explored recently:
1) The theory appears nite in perturbation theory according to the modular proper-
ties of the scattering inherited from S- and U-duality and the AdS/CFT duality [12, 13, 14]
(after decoupling of the massive modes). The cancelations resulting in niteness may occur
in a string inspired regulator preserving these properties, and are beyond the cancelations
at two-loops in the expansion of the graviton scattering [15, 16].
2) Upon breaking supersymmetry at the TeV scale, the theory produces a cosmological
constant that agrees with current experimental data and which is stable under quantum
corrections.
The two properties warrant further phenomenological investigations of both IIB super-
string (and M-) and N = 8 theories, and in particular to answer if the standard model
may be accomodated in its low-energy physics.
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